ALL-DAY BAGGAGE STORAGE SERVICE
@ CANADA PLACE CRUISE TERMINAL

Safe, convenient location. Open 8:00am until 5:00pm. Leave your baggage and explore Vancouver. Bundle a tour or activity with your bag storage.

Located at 999 Canada Place Way

Visit the Ground Transportation Desk located inside the Cruise Ship Terminal

Call: 1-877-451-1777
**Instructions**

- Once you have completed your day exploring Vancouver, make your way back to the Canada Place Cruise Ship Terminal at 999 Canada Place Way (Follow the blue Baggage Pick Up Route).
- Show your claim ticket and ID at the Day Storage Location.
- Bags must be collected by 4:45 pm and cannot be stored overnight at the Cruise Terminal. Bags not claimed by 5:00 pm will be stored off-site. Extra fees will be incurred for transportation and additional storage time.
- Visit the Welcome Kiosk at 999 Canada Place Way or call 1-877-451-1777 if you need help with directions, or have questions related to the day storage service.